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Abstract: The twelfth-century alchemist Ibn Arfa1 Ra's is best known for his

collection (diwän) of alchemical poems entitled Shudhür al-dhahab ("The Splinters
of Gold"). However, he is also credited with other works, including stanzaic poetry
(muwashshahät) on alchemy. This paper presents the current state of the scholarship
concerning life and works of Ibn Arfa* Ra's, and then focuses on three strophic

poems attributed to this alchemist. It includes first editions and English translations
of all three poems, and argues that at least two of the poems are likely to have been

authored by Ibn Arfa' Ra's, while one is a literary imitation (mu 'ärada) and therefore

probably not a work of Ibn Arfa' Ra's himself. Furthermore, the article discusses the

literary features of the poems as well as their historical contexts and their - somewhat

limited - reception. This also allows us to think of Ibn Arfa' Ra's in a less

regional Andalusi-Maghribi context, and consider if he perhaps moved east at some

point of his life, which would explain the reception history of his poems, both those

included in the diwän and the muwashshahät.

Keywords: alchemy; Ibn Arfa'Ra's; mu'ärada (literary imitation); muwashshah

(Arabic stanzaic poetry); reception history

Although research activities in the so-called occult sciences have increased

considerably over the last few years, alchemy is still a field where many questions
remain open.1 The role that literary forms play in alchemy has been recognised
already by Ullmann,2 yet very little work has been done on the literary aspects of
Arabic alchemy.3 Therefore, this paper focuses on the literary aspects of three

strophic poems on alchemy that have been neglected by scholarship so far and

1 Important recent research on the "occult" sciences include the volumes by Melvin-Koushki/
Gardiner 2017; El-Bizri/Orthmann 2018; Giinther/Pielow 2018; Saif 2019.

2 Ullmann 1972:143.

3 On the dialogue as form in alchemy, see Forster 2017: passim.
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which are attributed to the famous alchemist Ibn Arfa' Ra's, better known as the
author of an alchemical dîwân, entitled Shudhür al-dhahab. In the first section, I

present the scholar and alchemist Ibn Arfa1 Ra's and his work. In the second

section, I discuss at some length three strophic poems that have been attributed to
him: I include a first edition and English translation of all three. Finally, the literary
and historical contexts will be considered in detail in order to try to locate both the

poems and their author historically and geographically.

1 Ibn Arfa' Ra's: life

Ibn Arfa' Ra's4 is the author of a collection of alchemical poems, a dïwân entitled
Shudhür al-dhahab ("The Splinters of Gold"). Juliane Müller and I have, by studying
bio-bibliographical and manuscript sources, suggested that the alchemist probably
should not be identified with his near-namesake, a specialist in qur'änic readings
and Mäliki fiqh, 'All b. Müsä b. al-Naqirât, as happened in the bio-bibliographical
works starting as early as Ibn al-Abbär.5 If we no longer hold up this identification,
we must admit that we know onlyvery few things about the alchemist for sure: 'All b.

Müsä al-Ansârï, known as Ibn Arfa' Ra's, probably lived in the twelfth century. He

came from an Andalusi family which settled in Morocco. Differently from Ibn
al-Naqirät, he probably was not a religious scholar, although he must have had a

profound knowledge of the Qur'än, hadith and the qisas al-anbiyâ', as his works are

replete with references to these religious texts. However, in several passages he

seems to insist on the fact that alchemy might be more important than religion.

2 Ibn Arfa' Ra's: works

In the sources, Ibn Arfa' Ra's is praised for his style and his education. The

historian al-Kutubi (d. 764/1363) writes: "If he does not teach you the art of gold, he

still teaches you the art of style (in lam yu'allimka san'ata l-dhahab, 'allamaka
san'ata l-adab)."6 He also calls him "the poet of the sages and the sage of the poets

4 The meaning as well as the grammar of his name poses problems. It could mean "the son of the

one who held his head very high" (Ullmann 1972:231, n. 5), "lofty's son" (Todd 2016:119) or might
have become a family name (Forster/Müller 2020b: 401-402). On the grammatical problem of the

name, see Ullmann 1972: 231, n. 5.

5 Forster/Müller 2020b.

6 al-Kutubi 1951-1953: vol. 2,181.
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{shä'ir al-hukamä' wa-hakïm al-shu'arâ')"7 Al-Kutubl's contemporary, the

biographer al-Safadl (d. 764/1363), goes so far as to compare favourably the poems by
Ibn Arfa' Ra's with those by the preeminent 'Abbâsid poet al-Mutanabbr.8

This section will treat all his works with the exception of his strophic poetry on

alchemy, which is the object of the next section.

2.1 Shudhür al-dhahab

His magnum opus is the alchemical dlwän called Shudhür al-dhahab. This is a

collection of 43 poems and more than 1,400 verses. The poems are, as is usual for a

drwän, ordered according to their rhyming letters, and every letter of the alphabet is

represented by at least one poem. The shortest poem is four verses long, the longest
66.9 Shudhür al-dhahab is not, therefore, a long didactic poem as could perhaps be

expected, but a collection of several shorter poems (all standard forms of classical

Arabic poetry are present, i.e. qit'a, ghazal, qasida, and urjüza). Given that they are
sometimes alchemical renderings of ghazal poems, it seems also questionable
whether this is didactic poetry strictly speaking.

In our Zurich-based project, we have identified 94 complete manuscripts of the

diwän, dating to the time between the fourteenth10 and the twentieth11 centuries.
This means that the poems were still copied in a time we are used to thinking of as

"modern". While many younger manuscripts stem from the west of the Islamicate
world,12 none of the older manuscripts is in Maghrib! script. This could mean that
the text was - at least in an earlier period - primarily read in the Islamic east.

7 al-Kutubi 1951-1953: vol. 2,181. Al-Maqqarl calls Ibn Arfa' Ra's's diwän a "guide to eloquence
[dalil 'alä l-balägha) for the Andalusïs" (al-Maqqarï 1855-1861: vol. 2, 410).

8 al-Safadl 1983: 264. In fact, one manuscript of Ibn Arfa' Ra's's diwän also contains that by al-

Mutanabbl (MS Uppsala, Universitetsbiblioteket, 133, dated 1062/1652, cf. Tornberg 1849: 76-77).
9 I will cite the text of the edition currently under preparation by Svetlana Dolgusheva (Berlin),
but will indicate variations in the edition by Ghazzäll (Ibn Arfa' Ra's, ed. Ghazzäll 2018).

10 Most manuscripts are not dated; of those dated the oldest is Tinduf, Zäwiyat Sïdî Bel'amash, 31

(29 Jumädä 1704/28 Dec. 1304). Other fourteenth century manuscripts are Oslo, National Library,
Ms. fol. 4313 (dated 731/1331); Manchester, John Rylands, 809 (Mingana no 338) (c 750/1350);

Rome, Vatican Library, Sbath 144 (14th century).
11 These include (dated manuscripts only): Karachi, University Library, 19994 (dated 1340/1921);

Princeton, Princeton University Library, Garrett, MS. 1090Y (1327/1909); Qom, al-Ma'had al-'äli li-
l-'ulüm wa-l-thaqäfa al-islämiyya, no 281/6 (dated 1345/1926-1927). The manuscripts of Shudhür

are discussed at length in the contribution "The alchemist's work" by Christopher Braun and

Regula Forster, in the present volume.
12 Maghribi manuscripts include Cairo, Dar al-kutub, Majämi' Taymür 288 (1799) (partly dated to the

nineteenth century); Chinguetti, Maktabat Ahl Habat, 546; Istanbul, Süleymaniye, Laleli, 2772; Rabat,

National Library, 103d (catalogue no 477) (dated 1267/1851); 2468 (1460d); 2469 (1495d); Rabat, al-
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Shudhür al-dhahab is highly praised in the bio-bibliographical literature,13 and
has been the object of commentary at least 12 times. The oldest commentary is by
Ibn Arfa' Ra's himself.14 Afterwards, it was commented by famous alchemists such

as al-SimäwI (mid-thirteenth century)15 and al-Jildaki (fourteenth century) who
wrote four commentaries on Shudhür al-dhahab,16 but also by otherwise unknown
or anonymous authors. Furthermore, there are at least two takhmls versions, i.e.

amplifications adding three hemistichs after every verse.17 Shudhür also served as a

model for a Turkish collection of alchemical poems.18

2.2 Hall mushkilät 'Shudhür al-dhahab' ("The Unravelling of
the Difficulties of 'The Splinters of Gold'")

Shudhür al-dhahab's poems are quite difficult to understand, both on a thematic and

on a linguistic level. Therefore, Ibn Arfa" Ra's seems to have written a self-

commentary, entitled Hall mushkilät 'Shudhür al-dhahab'}9 However, the attribution
to Ibn Arfa' Ra's has been doubted by Todd, who argues that the work gathers the
alchemical knowledge of several later generations.20 Müller, who has prepared a

critical edition of the work, shows that, although the text certainly contains later

interpolations, it is very probably an authentic text, especially as it is cited as such by
al-SImäwi (fl. thirteenth century).21

Khizäna al-Hasaniyya, 1035/Majmû'; 1109 (dated 1303/1885); 1116; 1520; 2252 (dated 1232/1817); 5326;

7384; Tunis, National Library, 4558 (dated 1303/1885-1886); 4644 (dated 1246/1830-1831).

13 For example by al-Kutubi 1951-1953: vol. 2,181-184; al-Safadi 1983:260-264; al-Maqqari 1855-
1861: vol. 2, 410.

14 See below, Section 2. 2.

15 Sharh al-Shudhür is extant in at least 18 manuscripts, but not mentioned by Ullmann 1972:235-

237.

16 These are MatälV al-budür fi sharh sadr diwän al-Shudhür, also known as Qalä'id al-nuhür,
written in Cairo before 737/1336, on the beginning of Shudhür; Kitäb al-Badr al-munir fi ma'rifat
asrär al-iksir, again written in Cairo before 737/1336, on the ninth verse of the poem on läm and alif;
al-Durr al-manthürfîSharh sadr diwän al-Shudhür, written in Cairo between 742/1341 and 743/1342;

and Kitäb Ghäyat al-surürfî sharh diwän al-Shudhür, finished in 744/1343, in four volumes. On al-

Jildaki see Forster/Müller 2020a.

17 One by Muhammad b. Müsä al-Qudsï (fl. fourteenth century, cf. Schippers 2009:92) and one by
Jaläl al-Naqqäsh (written in 810/1408, and taken for a commentary by Wehr 1940: 23-24). - On

takhmis as literary form see Kennedy 1998.

18 Diwän-i hikmet, written before c 1000/c 1600, cf. Artun 2013: esp. 36.

19 Ullmann 1972: 232 mentions two commentaries by Ibn Arfa' Ra's, yet these are only different
recensions of Hall mushldlät (see Ibn Arfa' Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller: ch. 1.5).

20 Todd 2016: 123.

21 Ibn Arfa' Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Miiller: ch. 1.2.
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In his self-commentary, Ibn Arfa' Ra's comments on all the poems of Shudhür

al-dhahab, yet only on a very selective set of verses.22 Most verses are left out,
sometimes with the comment that their meaning is understood anyway.23 Hall
mushkildt is not as prominent as Shudhür, yet we have identified no less than 30

manuscripts, which is still a considerable amount.24

2.3 Other prose works

Besides Hall Ibn Arfa' Ra's seems to have written other prose works on alchemy.
Whether these are authentic and whether some of them might be the same work
under different titles, are open questions.25 What is clear is that al-Wasm al-wasim

("The pretty mark"), a work attributed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's by al-Baghdädl,26 is not

completely lost, but neither is it a work by Ibn Arfa' Ra's: rather, as we can judge from
the fragment extant at Staatsbibliothek in Berlin,27 this is some sort of abbreviation
of Hall mushkildt by a later author.

Finally, two works on magic that have been attributed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's should be

considered spurious: al-fihät fi 'ilm al-tawajjuhdt ("The directions on the science of
facing") is a commentary on a magical poem by one Thäbit b. Sulaymän that

emphasises the importance of magic above all other sciences, including alchemy, and

seems inconsistent with Shudhür al-dhahab.28 Al-Tibb al-ruhdni bi-1-Qur'än al-rahmânî

("The spiritual medicine by the Merciful's Qur'än"), a magical work, is clearly
influenced by (Pseudo-)al-Bünl and therefore certainly not a work by Ibn Arfa' Ra's.29

22 I have used the text prepared by Juliane Müller (Ibn Arfa' Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller),
but cite it according to the "Leithandschrift" (MS London, British Library, Or 11592), as Müller
indicates the folios in the margins of her edition.
23 E.g. at the end of his commentary on the poem on hä', Ibn Arfa' Ra's simply says: "and the rest
of the speech is understood (wa-bäql 1-kalâm mafhüm)" (MS London, British Library, Or 11592, fol.
6r).

24 All of those dated or datable stem from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, see Ibn Arfa' Ra's

(forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller: ch. 1.3.

25 We know of the following prose works on alchemy: (1) Fi Tarkib al-iksir al-hayawäni al-insäni

("On the composition of the animal and human elixir"), MS Tehran, Malik, 3119, fol. 91-94; (2)

Mas'ala fi sifat al-ta'fin ("The problem of the peculiarity of putrificaüon"), MS Cairo, Dar al-kutub,
Kïmiyâ' wa-tabi'a 7760; (3) Risäla fi l-kïmiyâ' ("Epistle on alchemy"), MS Cairo, Dar al-kutub, 763,

fol. 37v-41r; (4) Tartib al-iksir ("The preparation of the elixir"), formerly Baghdad, Khizänat Qäsim
Muhammad al-Rajab (current location unknown); see http://kohepocu.cchs.csic.es/flipbooks/12/
#p=26 [27 April 2021] and 'Awwäd 1965:182 (no 146/2).

26 al-Baghdädl 1945: vol. 2, 705; al-Baghdädi 1951: vol. 1, 694.

27 MS Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabteilung, Lbg. 96, fol. 106v.

28 On the work see Braun/Forster 2020.

29 See Coulon 2017: 259-260.
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3 Ibn Arfa' Ra's's stanzaic poetry on alchemy:
transmission and interpretation

Besides his dïwân, Ibn Arfa' Ra's is credited with at least one stanzaic poem on

alchemy, a so-called muwashshah. Strophic poetry is typical for the west of the
Islamicate world,30 and Ibn Arfa' Ra's is sometimes considered to be a relative of a

well-known Andalusi muwashshah poet: the alchemist might have been a great-

great-grandchild or great-great-grandnephew of Muhammad ibn Arfa' Ra's(ah) (or:
Ihn Räfi' Ra's). This poet lived in the eleventh century and was a court poet to
Ma'mün b. Dhi 1-Nün (r. 435-467/1043-1075), ruler of Toledo, and was famous for
his muwashshahât.31 Therefore, strophic poetry could have been a kind of family
tradition which the alchemist would have been continuing by writing an alchemical
muwashshah.

To choose this poetic form for alchemy is quite interesting, as muwashshahât are

usually not written on scientific topics, but are concerned with either love and wine

or panegyrics.32 They were also used in a Süfi context, as for example Ibn al-'Arabi
(d. 638/1240) and al-Shushtarï (d. 668/1269) do extensively in their diwäns.33

Ibn Arfa' Ra's seems to have used the muwashshah form at least once, perhaps
even more often, but none of these poems has ever become a part of his dïwân, as

muwashshah poems were not usually included in dïwân collections.34

3.1 Muwashshah san'awT ("Stanzaic poem on 'the Art'")

In several manuscripts, the "author of'The Splinters' (sähib al-Shudhür)" is credited

with the composition of a muwashshah on alchemy, sometimes entitled Muwashshah

san'awï, a title I adopt here. We know 23 manuscripts that contain this strophic

poem. Most of these manuscripts, namely 16, are composite manuscripts (majmü'a)
that also contain Shudhür al-dhahab. Among them are the oldest manuscripts to

30 Schoeler 1992: 812.

31 His poems are cited by Ibn Bishri al-Aghamäti 1992: 362-364 (no 241) and 401-403 (no 268);

Lisän al-Dïn Ibn al-Khatib 1967: 73-85; Ibn Khaldün 1425/2004: vol. 2, 425-426; one of them with
English translation: Monroe 1974 : 224-227; cf. Hartmann 1897: 26-27; Marin 1992: 238-239; Aït
Salah Semlali 2015:156.

32 Schoeler 1992: 810; Isa 2007: 332-389.

33 Schoeler 1992: 810-812; Isa 2007: 389-405.

34 Alvarez 1998:563; Rosen 2000:170-171. There are exceptions to this rule besides Ibn al-'Arabi;
for example, Safî al-DIn al-Hilli (d. c 750/1349) and 'Abd al-Ghanl al-Näbulusi (d. 1143/1731) both
included their muwashshahât in their diwäns (Schoeler 1992: 812).
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contain the Muwashshah san'awï. These are (in chronological order as far as

possible):35

1. Istanbul, Topkapi, A 1718, fol. 52v-53r (dated 853/1449-1450) [lM
2. Istanbul, Topkapi, A 2572, fol. 69v-71v (dated 880/1475) M
3. Cairo, Dar al-kutub, 177, pp. 166-167 (dated 997/1588) [c]
4. Madrid, Escorial, 530 Casiri 527), fol. 295v-296r (dated 991/1583) [<-«]

5. Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A1289, fol. 60r-61r ("rather old"36)

[J
6. Baghdad, Där al-Kutub wa-l-wathä'iq al-wataniyya, Dar al-Makhhtütät al-'Ira-

qiyya, 8554, fol. 79r (dated 1083/1672) [1]

7. Qom, Kitäbkhäna-yi 'Umümi-yi Äyat Alläh Gulpäyigänl, 39/58-7678/1, fol.
134-135 (dated 1101/1690) [ù]

8. Tavçanli, Zeytinoglu îlçe Halk Kütüphanesi, 631, fol. 59v-60r (dated 1175/

1761) [j]
9. Cairo, Dâr al-kutub, Tabi'iyyât Taymûr 71, pp. 94-96 (dated 1204/1789) [^]

10. Cairo, Där al-kutub, 129, no foliation or pagination (dated 1206/1792) [j]
11. Mashhad, Kitäbkhäna-yi Ästän-i Quds-i Radawi, 10955 d, fol. 172r (dated 1256/

1840) [ô]
12. Cairo, Dâr al-kutub, 70, p. 83 (dated 1276/1859) [ù]
13. Isfahan, Ganjina, 1521 no foliation or pagination (dated 1303/1885) [i_i]

14. Hyderabad, Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Center, KImiyä' 56, pp.
140-142 (other parts of the manuscript are dated to 1313/1895 and 1315/1897)

M
15. Sine loco [original location of the manuscript unknown] Dubai, Juma al-Majid

Center, 305319, pp. 139-141 (the next text contained in this manuscript is dated

to 1330/1912) H
16. Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 2840 Lb. 480), fol. 45r-45v (modern

looking manuscript) [&]

The remaining seven manuscripts do not contain Shudhür, but other works on
alchemy (again in roughly chronological order):
1. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Arabe 2623, fol. 17v (dated 1087/1676),

a manuscript that also contains a commentary on Shudhür al-dhahab M

35 The manuscript Mosul, Awqäf Library, 6157 (no 9/14 Sä'igh) contains a combination of Shudhür

with a muwashshah attributed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's as well (cf. Ahmad 1975-1978: vol. 7,158). As I have
had access to parts of this manuscript only (i.e. its beginning), we cannot be sure that this is the

same poem, although it seems very likely.
36 Pertsch 1859-1893: vol. 3ii, 469 (discussing the script).
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2. Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A 1257, fol. 86v-87r (second half of
the seventeenth century), part of an alchemical collection, containing poems
by Ibn Umayl and Ibn Abi l-Isba', but also Ps-Zosimus's Risâla fl Tafrïq al-adyân
H

3. Tunis, National Library, 3252, fol. 165r-165v (eighteenth century), this volume
also contains al-Jildakl's Ghäyat al-surûr and Jäbir b. Hayyän's Kitäb al-Rüh [ls]

4. Birmingham, Cadbury Research Library, 1369 (949), fol. 262r (dated 1300/1882-
1883), the volume also contains al-Jildaki's Ghäyat al-surûr M

5. Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A 1298, fol. 18v (fragment, "rather
new"37) [j]

6. Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A1288, fol. 20v ("new"38), a collection
of alchemical works in prose and poetry, e.g. Ibn Umayl [j]

7. Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye, 3634, fol. 87v-88v (no indication of date), a volume
that contains a selection of alchemical poems (e.g. Ibn Umayl) and prose (Biyün
al-Barhaml, Ibn Wahshiyya, Zosimus, Hermes) [o-=]

Some of these multi-text-manuscripts seem to have been compiled with the goal
of having a good collection of alchemical poetry, especially Gotha,

Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A1257 and Istanbul, Nuruosmaniye, 3634. In three

cases, the muwashshah is combined with commentaries to Shudhür al-dhahab

(Birmingham, Cadbury Research Library, 1369 (949); Paris, Bibliothèque nationale

de France, 2623; Tunis, National Library, 3252) which might reveal a special
interest in works by the author Ibn Arfa' Ra's.

These 23 manuscripts date from the fourteenth to nineteenth centuries. This is

quite a solid transmission, yet this poem has, so far, never been the object of any
study nor even been mentioned beyond the descriptions in library catalogues.

The muwashshah has never really become a part ofShudhür al-dhahab, probably
because strophic poetry was always considered to be something quite apart from
those poems that would be collected in a "decent" diwän.39 The most notable

exception is the scribe of the manuscript Cairo, Dar al-kutub, Tabi'iyyät Taymür 71,

dated 1204/1789, who put the explicit of the diwän (tamma diwän-, "here ends the

diwän") only after the muwashshah, therewith signalling that the muwashshah

actually belongs to the diwän.90 An even more interesting case is another scribe of
the eighteenth century who has tried to make the poem look like it were part of the

37 Pertsch 1859-1893: vol. 3ii, 476 (again discussing the script).
38 Pertsch 1859-1893: vol. 3ii, 467 (again discussing the script).
39 See above n. 34.

40 The scribe of Baghdad, Dar al-Kutub, Dar al-Makhhtütat al-'Iraqiyya, 8554, fol. 79r signals the
end of the diwän both after the last poem of Shudhür and again after Muwashshah san 'awl
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diwdn:'*1 he has written it in two strict columns, therewith suppressing the strophic
structure of the poem. Like in the Cairo manuscript, the closing formula tamma kitâb
Shudhür al-dhahab ("here ends the book 'The Splinters of Gold'") is added only after

the muwashshah. Yet, the heading of the muwashshah highlights the fact that this is
indeed an addition, because it does not simply give the rhyming letter of the poem as

all the other headings do (which would be difficult anyway, as there is not one single

rhyming letter in the muwashshah). Rather, the heading reads: wa-li-sähib al-

Shudhür aydan, "also by the author of 'The Splinters'". This seems to make clear that
the poem really is not a part ofShudhür, even for this scribe, although he considered

it an important part of Ibn Arfa' Ra's's work.
The attribution to Ibn Arfa' Ra's, although generally accepted for this poem,

has been doubted by at least one reader: there is a remark in a Gotha manuscript by
a reader indicating that the style of the poem was not consistent with that of Ibn
Arfa' Ra's, neither as a poet nor a prose writer, and that al-Jildaki had not
mentioned the poem.42 The stylistic difference, if there is any, could be explained
easily be the fact that different rules apply to muwashshahdt than to a classical

qasïda or ghazal.43 The reader of the Gotha manuscript is also wrong when saying
that al-Jildaki was not aware of Ibn Arfa' Ra's as a muwashshah poet: in fact, al-

Jildaki, although probably unaware of this particular muwashshah, knew of
another one by Ibn Arfa' Ra's (see below Section 3.3).

In the following, I will present a critical edition and translation ofMuwashshah

san'awi as well as a close reading of its text, before discussing the other muwashshahât

ascribed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's and the historical context and factors which might
have led to the relatively limited success of his strophic poetry on alchemy.

After having compared all the manuscripts of the text to which I had access, I

argue that the manuscript Istanbul, Topkapi, A 2572 (dated 880/1475) (1=) that
Svetlana Dolgusheva (Berlin) has chosen as "Leithandschrift" for her critical
edition of Shudhür al-dhahab also offers the best text of this poem. Therefore, the
edited text below offers a "Leithandschriftenedition", based on the Istanbul text,
yet with all variants of the extant manuscripts in the apparatus. However, I have

normalised the orthography according to modern usage, i.e. mainly inserted
hamza and normalised the writing of alif mamdüda, without signalling it in the

apparatus. I have not usually indicated different consonant pointings of letters

(especially yd' and td').

41 Tavçanli, Zeytinoglu ilçe Halk Kütüphanesi, 631, fol. 59v-60r.
42 Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A 1289, fol. 60r.

43 Alvarez 1998: 564.
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3.1.1 Text and translation

tJLj fj üblj Li.

t_Ludl oû*J

ijjSi c^yi 041

J*" t/> ^
I j jjL La >. iàrl

<IÖ»* *4» ijij o|
Ijlg > Li <&lJ i^ü

g<o 1 » n

(.- ijSlîlj çUliVl Ajjuil

Lr^=> LÎJ^1

eJjVl L^JÜc. eLiü.1 <U3

gj-^ (Jjä QA

g> <£*

Ui^ 3^
<J40 ^ ^cjjjgil J

üä gl j&Ü ^ 0^

ggäau gülb l*k
JjUbg^gjj iüj

(3^3 ^ 0*®
1 '1~> ' ^

J*^j C5^ 0-4 J®

Jic. l^K l^jâ qAA

ög^xllj OflJ-x-ILA!I L^JI

Ô jiä L^j] 1
g ic- gb-

*3^-'"Il Lâj]

,3LÛ L^jL-ûC-1 ^l

**& <jä J>=-

j i .-»TtJ ^3^ CÂLi

^
L. i 4J *i --.

1 T '3

JLiLjj ^5i

<jlfl ji 4 ; ~>

matla' Learn the science, 0 man,
And the work will follow.

1. Neither in the egg, that they mention,
Nor in their secret, is understanding.
The most wonderful thing is what they hide.

If there is idle talk about us,

They are, by God, not ignorant.

2. If someone claims a golden dye,
This is most similar to a lie.

In the air is my dye and in the clouds

A sphere on which Saturn roams.
There, the ancients have hidden their knowledge.

3. There is evidence in the word of Dhü 1-Nün:

The lord of sulphur is in disgrace,
He has lost the world together with religion.
In the same way, 0 man, arsenic

Is not balanced in its weights.

4. All of them are burnt by fire.

Therefore, their preparation is nonsense.
We have counselled the one who is still alive.
Tell the barefoot and the shod:

"In none of them all is a work."

5. 0 infatuated lover of a virgin!
Leave her, for she is dirty.
The secrets are only in the tree,
Whose branches are similes,
And we have tricks to unravel them.

6. A stone with a stone inside it
Is squeezed from the plants of the people44.

We have counselled the one who has insight.
How often do I call him while he is busy.
It would suffice for him to follow the example!

44 I.e. the alchemists cf. Ihn Arfa' Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller: glossary, s. v. qawm.
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s j f-ir.l jllilj (Jje3 7. Mercury that I squeeze with fire,

â 3ä3j lAajl t^JJ With which I also make it red

And truly turn it into

JIc ôJiAI 13^^ A stone whose elixir is a second draught

$* For the one who is sick inside.

ASI&I PLAILJ 8. And the one I destroy with water.

ASAI 3i*"^ A stone that I melt with oil,
ASiJaij tAj Ajj By which it lives, while I possess it.

LJAAJJ Ajjl J AJJ
And by this, by God, it is washed,

3^A]IJ ju rll ôljc. 3I If patience and leisure grip it.

LtU AUÔIIJ AJÂA 9. Its oil is mixed with water.

Jalc- Ajlâ Usj3 _>3 There is no mistake in what I have said.

h'o ' Ai jA ç _5~^" Everything else is null and void.

jj]^ A il A Ulj U 0 friend, its beauty is important,

d^di 4^3'^ ^ There is an example in it.

a j^3^ j 3=^ 10. A stone whose centre is in the mountain [Sinai],

.3^3'; " A » A substance that I will talk about in symbols all

à 3^ <,
ijali - ôgA'J my life,

3>"'-' ; 3^3^W
And that I will treasure in the inner of the heart.

ijiac. A3 Jjîkll JS ^A& It does not ignite from the fires,

And all mankind ignores it.

3.1.2 Critical apparatus

(ji (j-a Ij J j qa JaLui \

j i jjjtjâ tui J 2

CS^Vt5^'^L>-CŒ<~JÛ-9 2—1 ' 1

u- jj*-> 'l$ û f c3 J 'jj*-" : j*-" I j ^ jawIc. j" 2 ' 1

^ (J*â ^ i_j Ijlxâ jljjluj j (_£ ^jjota.1 ;i—UkC.i 3 ' 1

j ljli& to û ^ <J$> I
<» 'j £_ u-® (J-® j J 5 ' 1

(j 4 •*> » H ') aÂk j) j J lia. I Ij 5 ' 1 *^4

^ UlA j ;ujAÂ1I J UJ £- AqI t ^ (_ya ^C-Aa 1 t 2

j Ajji lAuil 2 ' 2

(^jLal^ll lijua ta j ^A^all tj I C3 J$ 3 ' 2

(_J (_p uélLo ;AÜ3 4 ' 2

UJ ^ Jaiw 5 t 4 — 1 ' 3

f ÙJ^ ÜJ* «ÙJ^ I c5 'Û f (-rJ ^ lL?^ I J Üj^ :Jjâ j j '.(j* I f IjJAUi O IAÄLjj ;AAUU 1 i 3
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f t J C 2 ^^I ^ 4t J£ ^ ö^1—3 'C ^ 6^^ :<.v^»rt 2 ' 3

"^jjjjll" 4-dS V) (ji (j* I-l9i»i 5—A ' 3

0 j îè*5-^1é*3-*-^ ü1 <j^ : 4 ' 3
i (J^j*j ;(Jjj*j | j (jljiill 'ù^| c3 ù"• " 5 ' 3

t ù C C ^ ^ : J-^W | l3 lh t-JS ijjä l$J ;l^K 1 4 4

LH:^A JJJJJ |^jolj(.c3ujL>iaL>-a(jijij^djilji£j:ljiij2'4
0 Jäjjj j(J*Üjj I 0 j ^ I_s £ i_ya Q** j i .} £ £ dl (_j ((j-aill Jx-ai ^äi) Ja (ja Jlâ (((jLal^Jl Ja i(y>l JS 4 ' 4

0 £• (_>ä j i £ dl UJ ((j-aill (Jj-ai ^) î i—jjâduJl 4^ k_i (jia ((jliolgll (^â) i ((_>aill Jx-ai Ja LJj*iiil t((jLol^Jl Ja ;i>jj*duJl 1 4 5

J (_3_JÄ*JL«1I 4 J Jjdfcill 4J jjja-öil 4ilj Jj» MId11
4(_£

di Igili jl$j] | J Aa. 4^ Oc. ûâ ;ùc. 2 ' 5

(dj 4 *> iIii 4_IL^J olA J o ojsua ;e_^xdll | ^ - JLacVI ÏJ^^VI 3 ' 5

J ^ J £ £ dj i_J i Jxxai (^) Ja Ju 4((jlal$Jl^) j ((jLalfrll Ja ; Jla | f ja» 1
g usit ^ ;Lj-iLxaC.1 | (j^ill 4 4 5

(J j s f J t-i £ (_K> (J-a LH LH (l^l
Cy* l$k ;<jLal$]l ^k j Jx-ai ^) Ja ; Jaa l$la I q lila ;l$ia | j J (ji j* ("^" JjjkJl (jjjj 4(_>É»ill Jx-aî ^ i (ja ;^k 5 4 5

Û JJÄ. ;Jja | j* Jla. l^jla. 4 Jja.

ti(^3'6-^2'6^jj:2'6
^ fc J^) / C3^ i> cSA» / (^ c3>-) CÄ>* LH3^^ (^ 6>-i j)^J / fe c ^Ä) tÄ

(l5 :cKj f* cs^y 4^) lKj fA^jc. C5-öa-j / t^ftll ^ (_pakl >^3 (g- (J^)

j (JA JaLoi 3—1 t 7

| ti JJil eisjj :JUHJ (JJJJ | (ji ^k 4j>^alj jit. 4^1S ;(3JJJ \ 4 7

^ e^oi-ai 4(_^u 0__)a^1 41dl û^)Aal aj^ai ;oj^ai | p. Ha 4(J liLall ;1 ^ijl | (ji jjUa-Lalj jjfc (jldolS ;11 >»ji IjJj | ^ 4jj 2 ' 7

^ ej^ai ;o_)±k^i | ^ (j-ajji 4^ Ljaj! ;lla 3 ' 7

(^Lk^iil! ^J-aa ^5 IJS J^-ak <iuülL (jÎLel^JI Ja ^j) ^ ^ jl_i>aa 4 ' 7

(jj (_^ill V 1(^^11 | J (J* Jaki 4^"(Jlc." 4-ftlS (JjS 4jj *!•> a "_ijaa11 4-ftlS lilLiA j) (jial^Jl î 5 ' 7

dl (j-i Jak 5—1 ' 8

(_)àl (^ill 4^ J (_£ill JÄ :i^illj | ij QA JaLil 1 4 8

o 4-i (_>ia 1jaa ; jaa 2 ' 8

(_£ ^Slfti ç.Lallj JÄja ;2 ' 8

lh er3-* | ti WJ :4J 3 4 8

'((jkl^JI u-a ((_>-ajll J—ai ^) j (J*ÜJ 6^yi) j Ji-üj | (jlal^Jl ^k^ ^k ;dllj | (j Jillj (Ji-i*jj :cJ-*4 4 ' 8

((j-aill J^ai (_ya (Ja-oL

J ^Ijc. 4^ ^ olje. ;aljc. | j oljtl :oljc. j) 5 4 8

j «UalÜä-» 4(j (jia JalÜäj ;Jal3âj | l_^a 4iAJ ;4iAJ 1 4 9

J ((jkt$J! i 1^j2 :L#49 2 ' 9

(jj (^â 4-aLalj jac- «LalS 4(j (J*3 ;Jaiui 3 ' 9
(J*^ai ^ki) Ja llid ^jli 4(3 lj 'J « £ (_pa (j-a (ji j i ^ t_J i Ii 4((jkl^Jl Ja ;Ulj b | ((jLaljJl i Jla 4äx.ia bid l\ 4 9

j o t_i j Jla ; Jla | q* A mja 4 (jJa 4iioia ;4ima | ^ qa 4idi (ja ^ JLa 4 J 4_s ^j* J ((j^aJl

J J ; jaa 1 4 10

J OjlkJll .0_>«jî | (_>U j dnd ;dldc. 2 4 10

lS ^ •j£J :°j& ^ 3 110

lh Ü^J^1 't. 4 ' 10

t> j j ^ di Jic. ; Ijlàc. | (jü (jkiUll jjlâll 5 ' 10
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3.1.3 Literary analysis

Formally, the poem's rhyme scheme is AA (matla') BBB (aghsän) AA (simt) CCC AA

DDD, etc. This means that this is a muwashshah tämm, a complete muwashshah,

having a matla', an anacrusis, in the same rhyme as the refrain, the so-called
simt.45 The last simt, called kharja, is in classical Arabic, rather than in a dialect or a

romance language as is the norm for muwashshahät.46 The muwashshah is in the

metre madid (fä 'ilätun fä 'ilunfä 'iläturi). This might be somewhat unexpected, yet it
is not unusual for a muwashshah to use a classical Arabic metre, although
scholarship focuses much more on those strophic poems which do not and might
therefore offer a link to romance language poetry.47 However, even when classical

metres are used, changes in the metre are more common than the persistent use of
a single metre that is observable here. That the poem is long - it consists of 10

stanzas, while traditional muwashshahät usually are limited to five48 - is another
indication that this poem is, although a representative of the genre muwashshah,

certainly not a typical one.
The poem is, except for its form, quite similar to the poems in Shudhür al-

dhahab: It offers an elegant play with central literary topoi of alchemy, such as

knowing, hiding, and the ignorant masses. The author alludes to the planets (v. 2,4),
he uses some of his most beloved motives, such as the tree (v. 5,3) and the mountain
(v. 10,1), and he even gives some technical points, although well hidden, such as the

treatment of mercury (v. 7,1).

Already central in the matla' is the interplay of knowledge {'ilm) and the

(alchemical) work ('amal), easily presented as paronomasia (tajnis): whether or not
knowledge should be spread remains problematic. Although in the first nine
stanzas, the lyrical voice seems to distance himself from the hiding and secret

keeping of his predecessors (v. 1,1), the false alchemists who speak in code (v. 1,1) -
stressing that their knowledge (or rather ignorance, see v. 1, 2) does not lead to the

work, while he himself counsels the adept (w. 4, 3; 6, 3) - he admits, in the last

stanza, that he too uses a code language and hides (the knowledge of) a substance in
his own heart (w. 10,2-3). The truth of the lyrical voice contrasts with the lies of the
others (w. 1, 4; 2, 2), but is supported by the authority of the famous Egyptian Süfi
Dhü 1-Nün (d. 246/861) whom alchemists held in high esteem and considered the

45 On rhyme schemes and terminology see Schoeler 1992: 809-810; Alvarez 1998: 564.

46 Schoeler 1992: 810.

47 On the scholarly debate about muwashshah prosody see the summary in Schoeler 1992: 810-
811.

48 Schoeler 1992: 809; Alvarez 1998: 564; Schippers 2011.
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author of several treatises on the divine art (v. 3, l).49 Dhü 1-Nün is adduced to stress

that neither sulphur nor arsenic can be used as basic components of the elixir (w. 3,

2-5): the speaker here sets himself apart from the more commonly applied mercury-
sulphur-theory, prominent already in the Corpus Jäbirianum.50 In fact, this might be

an indication of the authorship of the poem, as Ibn Arfa' Ra's utters his doubts on
Jäbir in his commentary on Shudhür al-dhahab.51

As the lyrical voice swears by God (v. 8, 4) and stresses that the stone has its
centre at "the mountain" (v. 10, 1), most probably Sinai,52 we may assume that
alchemy and religion are not seen as separate entities, but rather as narratives
that complement each other. Likewise, the simile, present in varied grammatical
forms, i.e. as singular mathal (v. 9, 5), plural muthul (v. 5, 4) and in the verb
imtathala (v. 6, 5), évoqués a qur'änic language, as the simile is a common
element of the qur'änic revelation.53

The text becomes surprisingly technical when discussing the processes

necessary for the Work: instead of sulphur (v. 3, 2), the muwashshah focuses on

pure mercury (v. 7,1), which is transformed by the application of fire (v. 7,1), water
(v. 8, 2), and oil (v. 8, 3) to the "real" philosophers' stone, the only matter that
matters (v. 9, 3).

While a traditional muwashshah - like a qaslda - is tripartite,54 no such structure

can be identified in this poem. Only a very few of the typical features of
muwashshahât identified by Schippers (the use of imperatives and addresses to the

public, descriptions, enumerations, repetitions of keywords, direct speech)55 can be

discerned here. The most striking feature is the address with which the poem begins

in the matla' ("0 man", matla' 1), and which is repeated in the third stanza (v. 3,4).
This address is varied at the beginning of stanza 5, where the addressed is called an
"infatuated lover" (v. 5, 1), perhaps a reference to the fact that muwashshahât

traditionally are love poems. Finally, in the penultimate stanza, the "you" becomes a

"friend" {wall, v. 9, 3): having distanced himself from the "virgin", i.e. the "spirit",
which cannot serve as the basis for the alchemical work, the address becomes more
intimate. It is as though the reader is appealed to under the assumption that now,
being friends with the author, he must truly believe in the author's way of doing

49 See Ullmann 1972:196-197.

50 On the theory see for example Ullmann 1972: 260-261; Artun 2013: 75-79.

51 Cf. Forster/Müller 2020h: 401-402.
52 The mountain is very prominent in Shudhür see poems on khâ', v. 1; on ta', v. 2; on fâ', v. 38

[Ghazzâlï v. 37]; on qâf, v. 34 [Ghazzäli v. 31]; on käf, v. 41 [Ghazzäll v. 40] (Ibn Arfa' Ra's, ed.

Ghazzâlï 2018:134, 188, 218, 229, 245).

53 Zahniser 2004.

54 Rosen 2000: 170.

55 Schippers 2011.
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alchemy. Also typical for the genre is the frequent repetition of keywords, not only
the aforementioned simile (mathal) and the knowledge Vilm), but also most
prominently the "stone" (hajar) (w. 6,1; 7, 4; 10,1).

This poem - just like those of Shudhür al-dhahab - might be easily learned by
heart, yet it is not a piece of didactic poetry. Although even classical Arabic
didactic poems in rajaz often present their contents in a very condensed form and

are therefore difficult to understand, they usually offer the most central elements of
the science they present in an orderly form. In comparison, Ibn Arfac Ra's's poems
offer important information on alchemy in a far less structured form, making its

contents difficult to grasp. His poetry serves as an aide-memoire yet is only partly
didactic as it only teaches the one who already knows: this is not a piece written for
students, but for colleagues.

3.2 A second alchemical muwashshah attributed to
Ibn Arfa' Ra's

In one of the Istanbul manuscripts of Shudhür, another alchemical muwashshah

follows after Muwashshah san'awi, without attribution or any indication of an
author.56 The same combination of Shudhür and Muwashshah san'awi with this
second muwashshah poem is found in the somewhat younger Madrid
manuscript,57 while the Paris manuscript contains two muwashshah poems, but not
Shudhür;58 a manuscript from the Azhar Library offers only the beginning of this
second muwashshah after Shudhür, but does not contain Muwashshah san 'awi.59 In
the manuscripts from Madrid, Paris and Cairo, this second poem is explicitly
attributed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's.60

In the following, I give the complete text of the poem based on the Istanbul
manuscript [lM as it is the oldest of the four. All non-orthographic variants of
Madrid [<-•], Paris H and Cairo [&] are indicated in the apparatus.

56 MS Istanbul, Topkapi, A1718, fol. 53r-53v (dated 853/1449-1450).

57 MS Madrid, Escorial, 530 Casiri 527), fol. 296r-296v (dated 991/1583).

58 MS Paris, BNF, 2623, fol. 17v (dated 1087/1676).

59 MS Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, 5926, fol. 65r. The manuscript looks modern, but bears no
date or indication thereof.

60 MS Madrid, Escorial, 530, fol. 296r: wa-lahü aydan ("and also by him"); MS Paris, BNF, 2623,

fol. 17v: wa-li-sähib al-Shudhür aydan ("and also by the author of 'The Splinters'"); MS Cairo, al-

Maktaba al-Azhariyya, 5926, fol. 65r: wa-lahü takhmls ("and a poem in pentastichs by him").
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3.2.1 Text and translation

Jiib cijjüJi 1. 0 infatuated lover of the search!

_iijüii ^ How often do you see someone unfortunate in affliction,

vjijll ijiji UË Although you wish him in gold,

jslli du jàïj By the everlasting existence of God! In the dawn

(jl u L'.r. Is an art to which nothing is alike.

y^A\ fÂ 2. An oath by the One, the Eternal!

jil jLJi dUi ùS You will not obtain the secret from one

Iii jî jiî Unless you submit your hand to his.

jS^Ji 5* lliaj j^L.ü So listen closely to a description of the stone

jSU Jjâil 5^ ù! If y°u subject yourself to the speech.

(jsi AjjS jii. 3. A stone, very white in its colour,

jikl ijiij And its brother, red and bright,
(jih lij Ii» Jk. j On both of them is a cover,

^AJi jhs jL Like an eggshell, it is said.

dij i il Between themselves, they call it a man.

Uiiki v : .-.yi 4. He calcified the bodies and made them solid,

UijUÎ j-y-l u fill Thus, whenever he whitens the black one white

Uiljl (jjîdl liij And whenever their guiding star appears to the eye,

J£J\ y;i çili Cjjj That is, by the Lord of the veiled house,

djV1All il u iliii That I have said what the ancients said.

li^ill ciSlî. il JÀ3 5. A young man, who has just contradicted the witnesses

wal i, iiiw, jjj p And still continues hard in his search for it,

Gi 5» J dd Said in muwashshah, as it appeared:

5=. ^ it Leave eggs and hair,

Uic. I'ij Iii 641 In neither °f them is the work.

3.2.2 Critical apparatus

4_i ^ (j»"u »1j (JJai L ^ j » **>j \ 4 \ (JJ3

jVI IgJAJj i;c_ijxiLAI! \ 4 \
£ L-1JU UAJI ;C_JAÂ1I 3 ' 1

<_S AJ (ji Lo A*ik-a 5 ' 1

£ j**! 4 ' 1

^ 1—S LauiS ; ^ > >A 1 4 2

<» Jjj 2 < 2

^ :]k I f ^ t ÙJ-5 3 ' 2
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c_j (jc. [(jA I i_j ^Awilà 4 ' 2

(JJIM I i_j ^. <v;\] :jjil3 5 ' 2

i_j ^ (jjâ yjjKi.iII (jjj) (_>«a jiuil 2 ' 3
<_i ; jjâJl 4 ' 3

c_j La <axuIJ ; ^g.<L...ü -lâ 5 ' 3

Ac.j (jlixil Jlïi] / ^j ^ j <Jsu2jj (J..VAM1.1I Jjj J1« / ^ ,xaj]\£ ;c_s 3 ' 4

,» (j-3 ^ :£ if* I «-j t3^j I^JJ 4 ' 4

^ il i (jx Ivi ii 3—1 ' 5

3.2.3 Literary analysis

Again, the metre is madid throughout the poem. However, as it only consists of five

stanzas, it conforms more strongly to the muwashshah genre, especially if we were to

accept the mafia' given in the manuscript from Madrid as authentic. This, however, is

somewhat problematic given that its rhyme is not consistent with the refrain of the

poem. Stanza 3 has been taken as part of Muwashshah san 'awi by several scribes who
inserted it into that poem after stanza 6.61 Indeed, the similarities of the two poems are

striking, so that this second poem should be considered an imitation (mu'drada), the

writing of which was a typical element of "muwashshah culture".62 As a mu'drada, it
should not be attributed to Ibn Arfa1 Ra's as it is unlikely that he wrote a mu'drada to

his own poem. The "he" in v. 5,3 would then be Ibn Arfa' Ra's, the reference being to
Muwashshah san'awTs first stanza (w. 1,1-2), where Ibn Arfa' Ra's indeed mentions

the "egg", and somehow also the "hair" (sha'ar meaning both, "understanding", as

translated in Muwashshah san'awi, and "hair" as translated here).

The mu'drada character is already obvious in v. 1,1, which is an answer to
Muwashshah san'awi's v. 5,1. However, the mu'drada addresses a lover - of the
alchemical search - instead of the "virgin" (i.e. the "spirit") of Muwashshah

san'awi. The motif of the search is taken up again in v. 5, 2 as a continuing
process, while in Muwashshah san 'awi, the stress is on the accomplishment of the
work. In between, the poem clearly focuses on the preparation and description of
the stone, not unlike Muwashshah san'awi in stanzas 6-10. While Muwashshah

san'awi stresses the themes of hiding and secrecy, these are only alluded to here

(v. 2,2). The trustworthiness of the first-person speaker here is emphasised by the
double oath in w. 1, 4 and 4, 4, contrasting with the single oath of Muwashshah

san'awi (v. 1, 5). Similarly, the "man" of Muwashshah san'awi (w. 1,1 and 3, 4),

61 See above, 3.1.2: the stanza is found in the following three eighteenth century and modern

looking manuscripts: Cairo, Dar al-kutub, Tabi'iyyät Taymür 71, p. 95; Cairo, Dar al-kutub, 129, no

pagination; Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 2840, fol. 45v (in the margin); Tunis, National

Library, 3252, fol. 165r.

62 Rosen 2000: 172.
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referenced or perhaps cited here in v. 3, 5, has become "a young man", fatâ, by
the last stanza. This perhaps combines the alchemical idea of the "young man" as

an active principle with that of the original author Ibn Arfa' Ra's, who is clearly
meant by the "he" of v. 3, 3. This fits the genre, as according to its rules,63 the

kharja should be introduced by a verb of speaking or singing in the preceding
verse (here v. 5, 3),64 while the kharja itself should consist of a quotation of an

older song (or poem), here Muwashshah san'awi.

3.3 The muwashshah cited by al-Jildaki

Despite the remark in the Gotha manuscript alleging that al-Jildaki did not mention
Ibn Arfa' Ra's as an author of strophic poetry,65 al-Jildaki indeed cites some verses

from a mukhammas poem he attributes to sähib al-Shudhür ("the author of 'The

Splinters'") in his al-Misbäh fx 'ilm al-miftâh ("The lamp on the science of the

key").66 However, these verses fit neither into the famous long Muwashshah

san'awi nor in the second, probably not authentic muwashshah just discussed. It is

therefore a third muwashshah poem attributed to Ibn Arfa' Ra's.

Al-Jildaki also makes clear that these verses are not part of Shudhür, as he

introduces them as mukhammas lahü fx ghayri diwânihï ("a stanzaic poem in
pentastichs by him that is not part of his diwän").67

As the text cited starts with an address, I would argue that this is indeed the

first verse of the poem, as addresses are typical for the beginning of muwash-
shahât.68 If this were the case, it must have been a muwashshah tämm for reasons

of rhyme and stanzaic form. In what follows, I present all the verses al-Jildaki cites

according to the Leiden manuscript, while the stanza numbers are purely fictional
since al-Jildalü could have cited verses from any part of the poem.

63 Schoeler 1992: 810.

64 See Hartmann 1897:100-101.
65 See above Section 3.1.

66 I cite al-Misbäh from MS Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 1274, fol. 33v-35r. This manuscript,

as so many others, only contains the first part of al-Misbäh. I am grateful to Juliane Müller
(Tübingen) for pointing me to this passage.
67 MS Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 1274, fol. 33v.

68 Rosen 2000:170.
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3.3.1 Text and translation

ulüs» u

t_5lc- çllj*lU J^i £rjjj
AJ3 Ô^ÛC.IJ ç.Lall JaLuj jl^l -JJ > ^1J

j ji/^W r*u«i vi ^jj
^lLa]l£ ^liSVl <_yâ ôUlu

AJSAJI jûç. 3^

^j-y y 11 la ,>, ilj jijlii Jbâ-oll jA

^*j]Vl <>5ic. jtis. Jiâ la.Jj IjifLô

joM- j j'i o jV..il jjl-i

^-^Lai tÀj ^-UajVt (Jt*3 tjj)

matla' 0 searcher of the science of the best of folk!
Listen, you were guided, for in the salts is the

secret of success.

1. Listen to the speech of someone rational whom

you should not despise!

Marry quickly the elephant to the bird 'anqâ'
And put the fire in the middle of the water and

cover it in it.

Marry your copper with lead and with what
contains mercury.3

Its sparkle appears in the glasses like the

morning breaking.

2. Salt is the greatest secret of the sage,
It binds that which flees in the middle of the fire

And solidifies a spirit that oppresses the sad.

It attacks them like a giant in the middle of fire,
Like a spear-bearer does, but without weapons.

3.3.2 Critical apparatus

(J~=V ^i) jjjlj :jjjj 2 1

(JmoV ^i) jrjjl :jrjj 4 11

3.3.3 Literary analysis

The poem does not fit the classical Arabic prosodical system, which is not
unexpected for a muwashshah. It seems to be closest to some sort of basit.70 The

rhyme scheme is AB CCC AB DDD AB.

The poem contains elements already present inMuwashshah san 'awl, especially
in the discussion of speech as a possibility for the instruction of alchemy: While
Muwashshah san'awl warns of lies and false assertions (w. 1,1 and 2,1-2), here the

69 Zawq is a synonym of zi'baq, "mercury", cf. Dozy 1927 [1881]: vol. 1, 614. To which the Persian

suffix -dar ("containing") seems to have been added. In his Misbäh (MS Leiden, Uni-

versiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 1274, fol. 35r), al-Jildaki explains zawqadär as "pure white lead" (al-

isfidäj al-tähir).
70 See on the prosody of muwashshahät above n. 45.
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addressed person, the adept of the "best science" (matla' 1), is urged to listen to the

lyrical voice and act upon his instructions. While Muwashshah san'awi begins with
an enumeration of things that will not lead to success (stanzas 1-4), here the student

seems already a step advanced, having been guided to the salts as source of success

Cmatla' 2 and again v. 2,1). Unlike in Muwashshah san'awi, the processes described

are not centred on the "stone", which is not even mentioned. The fusion process
described as "marrying" in v. 1, 2 is interesting as it refers to substances using
"Decknamen" only partially known from other works. Although the elephant

appears both in Shudhür al-dhahab71 and in Hall mushkildt,72 it is not used as a
"Deckname" there, but in a comparison to indicate something particularly heavy (in
comparison with a ghül in Hall and in comparison with a däniq, a sixth of a dirham, in
Shudhür). 'Anqä', on the other hand, the mystical bird, is rather often connected with
alchemy73 and may, according to Siggel, be used as a "Deckname" for mercury,
copper, or sulphur.74 Given this width of possible identifications, the exact sense of
the verse remains unclear, but the text, like Muwashshah san 'awi, is clearly intended
to be read as a technical instruction and not merely as mystical rendering of
psychological processes. That "salt" {milh) is called the "greatest secret of the sage" (v. 2,

1) is quite striking, as the common opinion is that only Paracelsus introduced salt
into his alchemical system as a central principle.75 Ibn Arfa' Ra's, in this poem, is

quite clearly not to be seen as part of "the tradition of the nearly incomprehensible
allegorical-mystical poetry", as Ullmann states,76 but has, again, a very clear idea of
alchemical procedures.

4 Historical context

From the above we can deduce that Ibn Arfa' Ra's probably authored at least one
alchemical muwashshah, Muwashshah san'awi, and perhaps others as well. The

Muwashshah san'awi was at any rate "popular" enough to have become the base

text for a mu'drada by a later author. Al-JildakI only cites parts of a poem, which,
however, could well be by Ibn Arfa' Ra's. Yet while Ibn Arfa' Ra's is famous for his

71 Poem on hä', v. 38 (Ibn Arfa' Ra's, ed. Ghazzäl! 2018: 280).

72 MS London, British Library, Or 11592, fol. 51v (cf. Ibn Arfa" Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller).
73 Al-Jildaki complains that there are people who think that alchemy is just as imaginary as Kahla,
Dimna or 'anqä', cf. al-Jildaki, al-Durr al-manthür, MS Istanbul, Topkapi, A 2111, fol. 71r. For more

passages connecting 'anqä' and alchemy see Ullmann 1979: 89. -1 wish to thank Guy Ron Gilboa

(Berlin/Ierusalem) for generously sharing his 'anqä' material with me.

74 Siggel 1951: 46.

75 Priesner 1998: 320-321.

76 Ullmann 1972: 231 ("die Tradition der fast unverständlichen, allegorisch-mystischen Poesie").
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alchemical dïwân, his alchemical muwashshah{ät) are almost completely
forgotten, although their content and literary style is quite similar to that of his
Shudhür.

I argue here that this relative negligence is due less to Ibn Arfa' Ra's being an

Almohad-Moroccan author and more to his emigration to the east, namely Egypt.
As Juliane Müller and I argue elsewhere, his works offer several hints that he

indeed left the Islamicate west at some point of his life. Already in Shudhür, Ibn
Arfa' Ra's tells of long-distance travels:77

11 Vjla ' " '"f j 4_j t

Even before you I have suffered because of it [i.e. the alchemical knowledge]
And have crossed the length and breadth of the Earth.

This might well be a literary topos for the search for knowledge, to which
Ibn Arfa' Ra's might also be referring, when he mentions at the end of his self-

commentary that he has travelled "east and west" (al-mashäriq wa-l-maghä-
rib).78 However, in one of the manuscripts of this self-commentary, there is a

remark that the author dictated the text to his pupil while in Alexandria.79 And
in the unique manuscript of the treatise Fï tarkib al-iksir, Ibn Arfa' Ra's says that
he tried out a certain procedure while in Alexandria: fa'altu hädhä wa-anâ fï
l-Iskandariyya ("I did this while I was in Alexandria").80 Finally, a relatively
early, yet anonymous commentary of Shudhür mentions that Ibn Arfa' Ra's's

pupil Abü Ja'far was from Alexandria.81

In leaving Morocco for Egypt, Ibn Arfa' Ra's would still fit the larger picture
of Almohad intellectual history, being one of many AndalusI and Moroccan
intellectuals to have left the Almohad realm for the east - as for example Fierro
has shown - among them many with occultist or Süfi leanings who were
suspected of sympathising with uprisings against the Almohads.82 Ibn Arfa' Ra's

would, given his intellectual character, as detectable in Shudhür and in Hall
mushkilât al-Shudhür, fit with this group of scholars. If he did (indeed) leave the
Islamicate west, this would explain several interesting phenomena.

77 Poem on däd, v. 3; text established by Svetlana Dolgusheva (Berlin); Ghazzâlï reads taghan-

naytu with ghayn instead of 'ayn (cf. Ibn Arfa' Ra's, ed. Ghazzâlï 2018:186).
78 MS London, British Library, Or 11592, fol. 77v (cf. Ibn Arfa' Ra's (forthcoming), Hall, ed. Müller).
79 MS Bethesda, National Library of Medicine, A65, fol. [7v] (no date indicated, perhaps seventeenth

century).
80 MS Tehran, Malik, 3119, p. 93. See on these issues in detail Forster/Müller 2020b: 397-400.
81 MS London, British Library, Add 22756, fol. 45r. The year 706/1306, when this manuscript was
written, can be considered a terminus ante quem for the composition of this commentary.
82 Cf. Fierro 2010: 85.
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Firstly and generally speaking, texts from the Islamicate west encounter
difficulties in being accepted in the Mashriq. Exceptions are usually connected

with the author himself or a close pupil travelling east.83 The existence of more
than 90 manuscripts of Shudhür, still mostly kept in libraries in the Middle East,

is more easily understood if Ibn Arfa1 Ra's in fact travelled east himself.

Secondly, it could be down to sheer coincidence that no old Shudhür

manuscript from the Islamicate west is known: this could be due to them having
been read often and therefore worn out, yet, in other cases, such as Urjüza fi l-tibb

by Ibn Arfa' Ra's's contemporary Ibn Tufayl (d. 581/1185-1186), the only extant

manuscript is in Maghribi script.84 As the Moroccan sultan Moulay al-Hasan I. (r.

1290-1311/1873-1894) had at least one scribe copy Shudhür for him in Cairo,85 it
seems likely that he could not gain access to a copy of the text in Morocco, so we

can guess that it was not very prominent - perhaps because the author had left
his homeland.86

Thirdly, there is a rich tradition of writing commentaries to Shudhür - by
authors from the east: the earliest commentary is by the thirteenth century
alchemist Abü 1-Qäsim al-Sïmâwi al-'Iräql, a clear indication that the diwän

reached the Mashriq some 50 years after the death of its author at the latest - and

very likely during his lifetime.

Finally, while Shudhür al-dhahab as a typical diwän spread widely, the

muwashshahât remained somewhat obscure. As neither their content nor their

style explains this fact satisfactorily, I would suggest that it was due to their literary
form: strophic poetry is typical for the Islamicate west; in the east, it never gained
the same prominence except as a genre for poetry in the local dialects.87 If Ibn Arfa'
Ra's had left Morocco at some point, he would have come into a society where

diwän poetry was honoured, while stanzaic poetry was considered too lowly to be

admitted.88

83 Fierro 2018. On the problematic anecdote concerning al-'Iqd al-fand's circulation in the east

and the possibility that the work reached the Mashriq only in Ayyübid times, see now Toral-Niehoff
2018: 86-87.

84 See on this text and the manuscript Forster (forthcoming).
85 MS Rabat, al-Khizäna al-Hasaniyya, 1116 see also the contribution "The alchemist's work" by
Christopher Braun and Regula Forster in the present volume.

86 Yet Shudhür must have been known in sixteenth century Fez, as Leo Africanus mentions a

group of alchemists reading this work (Leo Africanus 2014:316; cf. Forster/Müller 2020b: esp. 398).

87 Heijkoop/Zwartjes 2004: x. On the eastern zajal, see Özkan 2020.

88 On the status of muwashshah poetry see Alvarez 1998: 564; Heijkoop/Zwartjes 2004: x.
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5 Conclusion

Alchemy promises its adepts richness, as already the first poem of Shudhür al-

dhahab indicates:89

ajÄjjjilj i2ab Ii]

^ j ^11 laju 'i I A*_^ljj
éllA ÔIÂaII I JJS '

i-i <A5LÄJ (JÄJ Uli jl V-A (j
Zl_uwi t jäal ^.>ij ^jl ^ili UiGa

If one triples Mars with Venus,
And unites the sun with the shining full moon

And connects the benefic Jupiter with Mercury
And makes them join Saturn, so that he may gain brightness,

If he makes oils solid and liquefies with wisdom
Rocks that the waters have turned into dust,

He will be, even if he was very poor in the morning,
The richest in the worlds in the evening.

Yet to become rich cannot have been the alchemists' only goal: rather, they were

searching for knowledge of God and the world.90 But Ibn Arfa' Ra's and his audience

also had other concerns, most importantly literary aesthetics. Ibn Arfa' Ra's's manner
of speaking about alchemy in the form of classical dïwân poetry seems to have been

attractive to a sizeable audience for several centuries, in an area stretching from

Morocco to India. That his muwashshahät were less successful by far, might have

been due to the same fact: their form was, as stanzaic poetry, not acceptable to many.

Acknowledgments: I am grateful to Christopher Braun, Isabel Garrood, Juliane
Müller and the anonymous reviewers for their comments.
Research funding: The research leading to this study has received funding from the

Swiss National Science Foundation.

89 Text established by Svetlana Dolgusheva (Berlin); the differences to the edition by Ghazzäli for
this poem are minimal except for the fact that he adds a verse between lines 3 and 4 (cf. Ibn Arfa'
Ra's, ed. Ghazzäli 2018: 93).

90 On the goals of alchemists, see Forster 2020.
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